Stemming from distributed representation theories, we investigate the interaction between distributed structure and distributional meaning. We propose a pure distributed tree (DT) and distributional distributed tree (DDT). DTs and DDTs are exploited for defining distributed tree kernels (DTKs) and distributional distributed tree kernels (DDTKs). We compare DTKs and DDTKs in two tasks: approximating tree kernels TK (Collins and Duffy, 2002) ; performing textual entailment recognition (RTE). Results show that DTKs correlate with TKs and perform in RTE better than DDTKs. Then, including distributional vectors in distributed structures is a very difficult task.
Introduction
Demonstrating that distributional semantics is a semantic model of natural language is a real research challenge in natural language processing. Frege's principle of compositionality (Frege, 1884) , naturally taken into account in logic-based semantic models of natural language (Montague, 1974) , is hardly effectively included in distributional semantics models. These models should compositionally derive distributional vectors for sentences and phrases from the distributional vectors of the composing words.
Besides vector averaging (Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Foltz et al., 1998) , that can model distributional meaning of sentences, recent distributional compositional models focus on finding distributional vectors of word pairs (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Guevara, 2010; Baroni and Zamparelli, 2010; . Scaling up these 2-word sequence models to the sentence level is not trivial as syntactic structure of sentences plays a very important role. Understanding the relation between the structure and the meaning is needed for building distributional compositional models for sentences.
Research in Distributed Representations (DR) (Hinton et al., 1986) proposed models and methods for encoding data structures in vectors, matrices, or high-order tensors. Distributed Representations are oriented to preserve the structural information in the final representation. For this purpose, DR models generally use random and possibly orthogonal vectors for words and structural elements (Plate, 1994) . As distributional semantics vectors are unlikely to be orthogonal, syntactic structure of sentences may be easily lost in the final vector combination.
In this paper, we investigate the interaction between distributed structure and distributional meaning by proposing a model to encode syntactic trees in distributed structures and by exploiting this model in kernel machines (Vapnik, 1995) to determine the similarity between syntactic trees. We propose a pure distributed tree (DT) and a distributional distributed tree (DDT). In line with the distributed representation theory, DTs use random vectors for representing words whereas DDTs use distributional vectors for words. Our interest is in understanding if the introduction of distributional semantic information in an inherently syntactic based model, such as distributed representations, leads to better performances in semantic aware tasks. DTs and DDTs are exploited for defining distributed tree ker-nels (DTKs) and distributional distributed tree kernels (DDTKs). We study the interaction between structure and meaning in two ways: 1) by comparing DTKs and DDTKs with the classical tree similarity functions, i.e., the tree kernels TK (Collins and Duffy, 2002) ; 2) by comparing the accuracy of DTKs and DDTKs in a semantic task such as recognizing textual entailment (RTE). Results show that DTKs correlate with TKs and perform in RTE better than DDTKs. This indicates that including distributional vectors in distributed structures should be performed in a more complex fashion.
Related Work
Distributed Representations (DR) (Hinton et al., 1986) are models and methods for encoding data structures as trees in vectors, matrices, or highorder tensors. DR are studied in opposition to symbolic representations to describe how knowledge is treated in connectionist models . Basic symbolic elements, e.g., John or car, as well as eventually nested structures, e.g., buy (John,car,in(1978) ), are represented as vectors, matrices, or higher order tensors. Vectors of basic elements (words, or concepts) can be randomly generated (e.g. (Anderson, 1973; Murdock, 1983)) or, instead, they may represent their attributes and can be manually built (e.g. (McRae et al., 1997; Andrews et al., 2009) ). Vectors, matrices, or tensors for structures are compositionally derived using vectors for basic elements.
Good compositionally obtained vectors for structures are explicit and immediately accessible: information stored in a distributed representation should be easily accessible with simple operations (Plate, 1994) . Circular convolution in Holographic Reduced Representations (HRRs) (Plate, 1994 ) is designed to satisfy the immediate accessibility property. It supports two operations for producing and accessing the compact representations: the circular convolution and the correlation. Given that component vectors are obtained randomly (as in (Anderson, 1973; Murdock, 1983) ), correlation is the inverse of composition. Yet, distributed representations offer an informative way of encoding structures if basic vectors are nearly orthogonal.
Distributed Trees and Distributional Distributed Trees
Stemming from distributed representations, we propose a way to encode syntactic trees in distributed vectors. These vectors can be pure distributed tree vectors (DT) or distributional distributed tree vectors (DDT). Once defined, these vectors can be used as a tree similarity function in kernel machines (Vapnik, 1995) . We can build pure distributed tree kernels (DTK) or distributional distributed tree kernels (DDTK) to be used in recognizing textual entailment (RTE). The rest of the section is organized as follows. We firstly present the distributed trees and the distributed tree kernels (Sec. 3.1). We then describe how to obtain DTs and DDTs (Sec. 3.2). Finally, we describe how the related kernels can be used for the recognizing textual entailment task (Sec. 3.2.1).
Distributed Trees and Distributed Tree Kernels
We define a distributed vector in order to finally produce a similarity function between trees (i.e., a kernel function) as the classical tree kernel (Collins and Duffy, 2002) . A distributed vector T is a vector representing the subtrees of a tree T . The final function is:
where N (T ) is the set of nodes of the tree T , n is a node, and s(n) is the sum of the distributed vectors of the subtrees of T rooted in the node n. The function s(n) is recursively defined as follows:
• s(n) = n⊗ w if n is a pre-terminal node n → w where n is the vector representing n and w is the one representing the word w.
•
where n is not a pre-terminal node, n → c 1 . . . c n is the first production of the tree rooted in n, n is the vector of the node n, and c i are the vectors of the nodes c i .
The distributed vectors of the nodes only depend on tags of the nodes.
The function ⊗ is defined as the reverse elementwise product v = a ⊗ b as:
where v i , a i , and b i are the elements of, respectively, the vectors v, a, and b; n is the dimension of the space; and γ is a value to ensure that the operation ⊗ approximate the property of vector module preservation. This function is not commutative and this guarantees that different trees t have different vectors t.
It is possible to demonstrate that:
where S(T ) is the set of the subtrees of T , t is one of its subtrees, and t is its distributed representation. The distributed kernel T K function over trees then easily follows as:
If the different trees are orthogonal, T K(T 1 , T 2 ) counts approximately the number of subtrees in common between the two trees T 1 and T 2 .
Pure Distributed vs. Distributional Distributed Trees
For producing the distributed trees, we use basic random vectors representing tree nodes n. These are generated by independently drawing their elements from a normal distribution N(0,1) with mean 0 and variance 1. The vectors are then normalized so that they have unitary Euclidean length. This generation process guarantees that, for a high enough number of dimensions, the vectors are statistically expected to be nearly orthogonal, i.e. the dot product among pairs of different vectors is expected to be 0.
We can obtain the pure distributed trees (DT) and the distributional distributed trees (DDT) along with their kernel functions, DTK and DDTK, by using different word vectors w. In the DTs, these vectors are random vectors as the other nodes. In DDTs, these vectors are distributional vectors obtained on a corpus with an LSA reduction (Deerwester et al., 1990) .
Entailment-specific Kernels
Recognizing textual entailment (RTE) is a complex semantic task often interpreted as a classification task. Given the text T and the hypothesis H determine whether or not T entails H. For applying the previous kernels to this classification task, we need to define a specific class of kernels. As in (Zanzotto and Moschitti, 2006; Wang and Neumann, 2007; Zanzotto et al., 2009) , we encode the text T and the hypothesis H in two separate syntactic feature spaces. Then, given two pairs of text-hypothesis P 1 = (T 1 , H 1 ) and P 2 = (T 2 , H 2 ), the prototypical kernel P K is written as follows:
where K(·, ·) is a generic kernel. We will then experiment with different P K kernels obtained using: the original tree kernel function (TK) (Collins and Duffy, 2002) , DTK, and DDTK. Along with the previous task specific kernels, we use a simpler feature (Lex) that is extremely effective in determining the entailment between T and H. This simple feature is the lexical similarity between T and H computed using WordNet-based metrics as in (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005) . This feature, hereafter called Lex, encodes the similarity between T and H, i.e., sim(T, H). This feature is used alone or in combination with the previous kernels and it gives an important boost to their performances. In the task experiment, we will then also have: Lex+TK, Lex+DTK, and Lex+DDTK.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we experiment with the distributed tree kernels (DTK) and the distributional distributed tree kernels (DDTK) in order to understand whether or not the syntactic structure and the distributional meaning can be easily encoded in the distributed trees. We will experiment in two ways: (1) direct comparison of the distances produced by the original tree kernel (TK) (Collins and Duffy, 2002) and the novel kernels DTK and DDTK; (2) task driven evaluation of DTK and DDTK using the RTE task.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. We firstly introduce the experiment set up that is used for the two settings (Sec. 4.1). Secondly, we report on the experimental results (Sec. 4.2).
Experimental Set-up
We have the double aim of producing a direct comparison of how the distributed tree kernel (DTK) is approximating the original tree kernel (TK) and a task based comparison for assessing if the approximation is enough effective to similarly solve the task that is textual entailment recognition. For both experimental settings, we take the recognizing textual entailment sets ranging from the first challenge (RTE-1) to the fifth (RTE-5) Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Bentivogli et al., 2009 ).
The distributional vectors used for DDTK have been obtained by an LSA reduction of the word-byword cooccurrence matrix generated on the UKWaC corpus (Ferraresi et al., 2008) , using a context window of size 3. An appropriate size for the LSA reduction was deemed to be 250. Thus, in the experiments we used 250 dimensions both for distributional and random vectors, to allow a correct comparison between DTK and DDTK models.
For the direct comparison, we used tree pairs derived from the RTE sets. Each pair is derived from a T-H pair where T and H are syntactically analyzed and each RTE set produces the corresponding set of tree pairs, e.g., the development set of RTE1 produces a set of 567 tree pairs. To determine whether or not a distributed kernel, DTK or DDTK, is behaving similarly to the original TK kernel, given a set of tree pairs, we produce two ranked lists of tree pairs: the first is ranked according to the original TK applied to the tree pairs and the second according to the target distributed kernel. We evaluate the correlation of the two ranked lists according to the spearman's correlation. Higher correlation corresponds to a better approximation of TK.
For the task driven comparison, we experimented with the datasets in the classical learning setting: the development set is used as training set and the final classifier is tested on the testing set. We used a support vector machine (Joachims, 1999) with an implementation of the original tree kernel (Moschitti, 2006) . The classifiers are evaluated according to the accuracy of the classification decision on the testing set, i.e., the ratio of the correct decisions over all the decisions to take. 
Experimental results
In the first experiment of this set, we want to investigate which one between DTK and DDTK correlates better with original TK. Table 1 reports the spearman's correlations of tree kernels with DTK and DDTK in a vector space with 250 dimensions. These correlations are obtained averaging the correlations over the 9 RTE sets. According to these results, DTK better correlates with TK with respect to DDTK. Distributional vectors used for words are not orthogonal as these are used to induce the similarity between words. Yet, this important feature of these vectors determines a worse encoding of the syntactic structure.
In the task driven experiment, we wanted to investigate whether the difference in correlation has some effect on the performance of the different systems. Accuracy results on the RTE task are reported in Table 2 . The columns RTE1, RTE2, RTE3, and RTE5 represent the accuracies of the different kernels using the traditional split of training and testing. The column avg reports the average accuracy of the different methods in the 4 sets. Rows represent the different kernels used in this comparative experiment. These kernels are used with the task specific kernel P K by changing the generic kernel K. The first 3 rows represent the pure kernels while the last 3 rows represent the kernels boosted with the lexical similarity (Lex), a simple feature computed using WordNet-based metrics, as in (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005) . Looking at the first 3 rows, we derive that there is not a significant difference between TK, DTK, and DDTK. DTK and DDTK can then be used instead of the TK. This is an important result, since the computation of DTK (or DDTK) is much faster than that of TK, due to TK's complexity being quadratic with respect to the size of the trees, and DTK requiring a simple dot product over vectors that can be obtained with linear complexity with respect to the tree size. The second fact is that there is no difference between DTK and DDTK: more semantically informed word vectors have the same performance of random vectors.
Conclusions
Distributed structures and distributional meaning are largely correlated. In this paper, we analyzed this correlation with respect to the research challenge of producing compositional models for distributional semantics. In the studies of distributed representation, compositionality is a big issue that has produced many models and approaches. Compositional distributional semantics poses the same issue. We empirically showed that a methodology for including distributional meaning in distributed representation is possible, but it must be furtherly developed to be an added value. Distributional semantics has been positively added in traditional tree kernels (Mehdad et al., 2010 ). Yet, the specific requirement of distributed tree kernels (i.e., the orthogonality of the vectors) reduces this positive effect.
